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ABSTRACT

One-second applications of extreme cold (carbon dioxide snow) were

made to amalgam and composite restorations with and without bases in

vitro. Temperature changes were recorded intra-pulpally.

All bases under restorations reduced the intra-pulpal heat loss

caused by external cold to a significant degree (p<O.01). The degree

of reduction was much greater under the amalgam restorations, with all

bases over 0.5m reducing the intra-pulpal heat loss to less than

one-half that lost if no base is present.

By far the greatest protection to temperature change caused by

short-term episodes of cold occurred with the first 0.5-0.6m. of base.

Under amalgam restorations, increasing an IRM base one extra milli-

meter only produced one-tenth the reduction caused by the first 0.62am

of IRM.
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In the normal aging process, pulps of teeth become increasingly

atrophic. This includes changes in cellular content, the increase of

collagen bundles, calcific deposits, and progressive reduction in the

size of pulp chambers.1  The resulting tissue is incapable of respond-
2

ing to injury as well as young tissue. A great deal of knowledge

has been acquired on how traumatic episodes, such as deep caries or

cutting cavity preparations without coolant, produce rapid aging-

type responses of the pulp.3-7 Robertson and others8 showed the

tremendous pulpal damage possible when the extreme heat of an electro-

surgery unit is placed next to an unbased amalgam restoration for one

second. Sudden temperature changes, although not of the extent of

electro-surgery, can occur frequently during meals and severe weather.

Unfortunately, little is known of the possible long-term effects on

pulpal tissues caused by this type of chronic temperature changes

when teeth have poorly based restorations. Langeland and others9

did show that lack of symptoms does not mean lack of pulpal changes,

and that atrophic pulps are more common in teeth with large restorations. 1 0

Just how these atrophic changes relate to the original caries and

trauma of cavity preparation, or these factors in combination with

the trauma of temperature changes associated with poor bases, is

unknown. It would appear probable that long-term chronic exposures to

sudden temperature changes may speed up these atrophic changes resulting

in disease prone pulpal tissue.

Braden 11 did indicate that base thickness rather than type was more

important for cold insulation. Voth and others 12 confirmed this and
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showed that the thermal shock of cold transferred by amalgam is greatly

reduced by zinc-oxide-eugenol, calcium hydroxide and zinc phosphate, but

not by cavity varnish. Neither study addressed the importance of the

reduction of thermal shock when the materials are in a cavity prepara-

tion with a dentinal floor. In addition, both studies measured the

loss of heat caused by a constant cold source rather than short-

term temperature shock which may be more clinically relevant.

It has also been shown that pulps in a stage of chronic irrita-
13-15

tion are susceptible to bacterial invasion. Therefore, any procedure

that reduces this chronic, even though sub-clinical, trauma to the

pulp should be used.

The purpose of this study was to compare intra-pulpal thermal

changes created by short-term application of carbon dioxide snow to

unbased amalgam or composite restorations with the thermal change

produced under based amalgam or composite restorations.

Methods & Materials

An in vitro method, as described previously,1 6 was used to

record temperature changes within the pulp chambers of teeth. The

roots of six mandibular molars were removed 2 to 4 millimeters

apically from the cemento-enamel junction, a silicone gel" was

placed in the pulp chambers, and the teeth were mounted in acrylic

Jigs (Fig 1). Silicone oil has been shown to have the same thermo-

conductivity as dentin.1 7 During testing, the teeth in their acrylic

Jigs were maintained at body temperature on an aluminum plate 10.4 x

6.3 x 0.6cm (Fig 2).
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The CO2 pencil,+ shown previously to be fast, accurate and

consistent, was used for testing16 (Fig 3). As a control prior to

making the cavity preparations, each tooth was tested and the enamel

plus dentin thickness recorded (Table 1, Fig 4). The thinnest

measurements for the six teeth ranged from 2.7 to 3.5mm. Each test

consisted of a 1-second carbon dioxide snow application 2 millimeters

incisal to the cervical line in the center of the buccal surface

mesio-distally. The intra-pulpal temperature change was recorded by

a thermistor probe, 42.0 x 0.4m, connected to a tele-thermometer.$

The probe was placed intra-pulpally in contact with the dentin. The

temperature changes were monitored for 90 seconds, and each test was

repeated six times.

Oval Class V preparations 4.0 x 3.0r were made in all six

teeth with dentinal floor thicknesses ranging from 0.4 to 1.3m

(Table 1). Two coats of varnish* were placed prior to each

restorative procedure.

All teeth were alternately restored to their original contour

with each of the following:

Temporary Control:

Intermediate restorative material (JRM)#

Awl gam:

IR (average thickness of 1.65m) under amalgam;

IR (average thickness of 0.62mu) under amalgam;

DycalS (average thickness of 0.53m) under amlgam;

Dycal plus zinc phosphate cement A (average total thickness of
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0.63m) under amlgam;

Amlgam alone.
Composi tes:

Dycal (average thickness of 0.53m) under compositeX;

Dycal plus zinc phosphate cement (average total thickness of

0.63mm) under composite;

Composite alone.

Six tests were made on each of the restorations. The restorations

were carefully removed and the dentinal thickness rechecked after each

series of tests.

Results

The original enamodentin thickness, dentin thickness after cavity

preparation, and both controls, intra-pulpal temperature changes are

given in Table 1. The thicknesses of all bases and bases plus dentin are

given in Tables 2 and 3. The average intra-pulpal temperature decrease

for each group of six tests for each tooth and each procedure is

seen in Tables 4 and 5.

Intermediate Restorative Material (IRM) had a smaller temperature

decrease (average 1.02F0 ) than the intact control (average 1.22F*)

(Table 1) while all other combinations of bases and restorations had

a significantly greater change of temperature (average 2.28 to 7.05F)

(Tables 4 and 5). Paired t-test showed that each procedure allowed

a statistically significant (p<O.01) difference in temperature change

from the temperature change allowed by the teeth without cavity
18preparation. This means that a cavity preparation with a temporary
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alone allowed significantly more protection to temperature change than

intact tooth structure, while every cavity preparation with a base and

permanent restoration allowed significantly less protection than

intact tooth structure.

Bases under restorations always reduced the temperature trans-

ference although this was much more significant for the bases under

the amalgams (Tables 4 and 5). That is, an average of 0.63mm of Dycal

and zinc phosphate base reduced the temperature transference an average

3.47F° over the temperature transferenced allowed by amalgam alone

(7.24F* to 3.37F-), while the same thickness of Dycal and zinc

phosphate under composite only reduced the temperature transference

an average of 0.59F over the temperature transference allowed by

composite alone (3.32F0 to 2.73F0 ). While paired t-test showed both

reductions to be statistically significant (p 0.01), it is also

obvious that the 3.47F0 should be of far greater physiological

significance than the 0.59F °.

In the teeth with bases of average thicknesses of 0.53, 0.62 and

0.63mm under amalgam, the range of average temperature change was only

3.24 to 3.47F* (Table 4). In the instance where the thickness of a

temporary (IR) under amalgam was increased an average 1.03mi, or

from 0.62mm to 1.65m,, the average temperature change only decreased an

average 0.40F° , or from 3.25F° to 2.85F (Table 4). Dycal 0.53m.

thick under amalgam was almost equally resistant to temperature

transference as Dycal and zinc phosphate 0.63m thick under amalgam

(3.47F* vs. 3.37F°) (Table 4). Dycal 0.53m thick under composite was

more resistant to temperature transference than Dycal and zinc



phosphate 0.63mn thick under composite (2.20F° vs. 2.73F*) (Table 5).

The tests generally showed greater intra-pulpal temperature change

with decreased thickness of dentin. There was an exception in only

six of the 54 series of tests made on teeth with restorations. In

each of the six cases, there was a corresponding increased thickness of

base which should account for the decrease in temperature change (Tables

1-3).

Maximum temperature changes for both controls and restored teeth

with bases occurred consistently between 15 and 20 seconds. For

amalgams and composites without bases, the maximum temperature change

occurred between 10 and 15 seconds.

Discussion

The findings of this study are not surprising, but they underscore

the necessity of placing bases under restorations to insulate against

thermal changes. Bases were shown to universally reduce the internal

heat loss caused by external cold. The net effect of bases under

composites was less dramatic than under amalgam, however, all the

bases did reduce intra-pulpal temperature change. Therefore, it

appears that for maximum pulpal protection to temperature changes,

bases should be used in any preparation that enters the dentin. However,

it must be emphasized that while the paired t-test showed a statisti-

* cally significant difference in the protection offered by the various

materials just how clinically or physiologically significant the

results are is still unknown. For instance, while the decrease in

temperature changes allowed by INN when compared to that allowed by the

_A L1111 i I
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intact tooth was statistically significant, the actual difference was

only an average 0.20F°. Still, since avoidance of excessive atrophic

changes is desirable, maximu, protection following cavity preparation

appears indicated.

Increasing the thickness of the IRM base under amalgam from

0.62m (average) to 1.65m (average), only reduced the temperature change

slightly (an average of 0.40F0 ). This Is only one-tenth the 3.99F°

change achieved by 0.62mm of IRM. This would appear to conflict with

the findings of Braden1 1 and Voth et al. 1 2 Both conflicts are possibly

explained by the fact that in this study the extremely cold carbon

dioxide snow was placed on the restoration for only 1 second. In both

previous studies, the cold was placed on the restoration for a long

period (14 seconds to 3 minutes) and changcs recorded during this

time. Also, Braden11 tested only bases without permanent restorations

while Voth and others12 compared 0.16am thick bases to bases 1.4mm

thick. The present study, while not including extremely thin bases,

evaluates how bases function to protect the pulp in a more clinical

situation. That is with the base placed in teeth, under a permanent

restoration, over a dentinal floor of varying thickness, and subjected

to short episodes of sudden temperature change. Basii:ally, it shows that

under these conditions all bases over O.5mm thick work well in forcing

the heat replacement to occur laterally or from a greater area of tooth

structure than directly from the pulp. But it also confirms that

increasing base thickness does increase pulpal protection.

This study also suggests that Dycal may offer slightly better
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thermal protection than zinc phosphate cement. Dycal of an average

thickness of 0.53mm under amalgam allowed only slightly more

temperature change than Dycal and zinc phosphate of an average thickness

of 0.63m under amalgam (3.47F° vs. 3.37F°). Two of the six teeth

actually allowed less. Under composite with the same thicknesses of

base, the Cycal allowed even less (average change 2.28F0 vs. 2.73F°)

thermal changes. It must be emphasized that this is only suggestive

and would need more detailed investigation.

As noted in 48 of 54 cases, the transference of temperature

increased with a decrease in thickness of dentin. In each of the

six cases where there was a decrease in temperature transference

with a decrease in dentin thickness, there was a corresponding increase

thickness of base or temporary (Tables 1-3). This appears to reconfirm

what already was shown, that the base allowed less temperature change

than the tooth structure.

An IRM restoration alone afforded far greater thermal protection

than the 1.65mm (average) IRM base under amalgam. Therefore, in deep

(indirect pulp cap) cavities a temporary restoration may be indicated

for a period to minimize temperature trauma while the pulp responds

with peritubular and secondary dentin. This may minimize excessive

atrophic responses, allowing the pulp to remain in a healthier state

better able to withstand future trauma such as loss of fillings,

recurrent caries, or operative procedures.

Copal varnish was used under restoration throughout this study

only to duplicate the clinical situation where it has been shown of

L-..
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value even though it does not affect temperature transference.
19

Summary and Conclusion

An in vitro technique was used to evaluate temperature transference

through various restorations and bases. All tests were repeated six

times using a 1-second application of CO2 snow on the surface of the

restoration. Bases in all cases decreased the temperature transference

significantly. This was most significant in the cases with an amalgam

permanent restoration.

Under amalgam restorations there was an average 3.99F0 reduction

in temperature change with O.62mm of base while increasing the thickness

1.03mm more only increased the reduction in average temperature change

one-tenth as much or O.40F'. Therefore, while increasing the thickness

of base did consistently increase pulpal protection after 0.62m,

the degree of protection dropped significantly at least to short

episodes of extreme cold.

A temporary restoration alone did give significantly more protection

than the thickest base under an amalgam (1.02F0 change vs. 2.85F°).

The best protection by a base under a permanent restoration in

this study (an average of 0.53mm Dycal under composite) still

allowed an average of 2.28F° temperature change after short episodes

of extreme cold. In comparison, temperature transfer through intact

tooth structure averaged 1.22F ° change while the cavity preparation

restored with a base alone allowed only 1.02F° change. Therefore,

in conclusion:

1. For maximum pulpal protection, bases are indicated under any
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restoration into the dentin.

2. A temporary alone gives significantly more protection than a

thick base plus a permanent restoration.

3. The insulating effect of 0.5 to 0.6mm of base affords great

intra-pulpal protection to short-term thermal changes.

4. Under restorations, increasing the thickness of the same

base did consistently increase the protection to short-term

thermal shock. Its significance was greatly reduced after

0.5ram.

5. This data appears to support the hypothesis that sudden

trauma of temperature changes could cause additional

damage to a pulp already damaged by deep caries and cavity

preparation. This could result in a tooth even less capable

of a healing response to future trauma.
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LEGEND

Fig 1A Two mandibular molars mounted in an acrylic Jig. Tooth

on left has cavity preparation and tooth on right has amalgam

restoration.

Fig lB Four mandibular molars mounted in an acrylic jig. All four

teeth have composite restorations.

Fig 2 Two mandibular molars in an acrylic jig mounted on the

aluminum plate heat source.

Fig 3 Carbon dioxide snow apparatus.

A. Outer plastic holder which attaches to CO2 tank.

B. Carbon dioxide pencil which carries the carbon dioxide

snow. Pellet at end is exact size of carbon dioxide

testing surface which is placed against the tooth.

C. Plunger to condense the carbon dioxide snow.

Fig 4- Boley gauge being used to measure enamo-dentinal thickness.
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